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Diversification efforts paying off

Iron ore has been both the lifeblood
and trademark of the Port of Sept-Îles
since 1954, when the IOC mining
company started shipping the min-
eral along its then-new railway be-
tween Schefferville and the
strategically located port on the St.
Lawrence River.

But the fall of iron ore prices in recent
years has led port and political au-
thorities at all levels to increase their
efforts to diversify the types of mining
and other industrial activities that go
on in and around the small city of 26,
000 people on Quebec’s rugged
North Shore region. 

Those efforts are now paying off with
the advent of several new projects
that are breathing new life and re-
newed hope back into the deep-
water port and the surrounding
community.

A big one is the Mine Arnaud project.
Okayed by the Quebec government
in 2015, the environmentally ap-
proved apatite mine project aims to
maximize regional economic benefits. 

Jointly owned by Investment Que-
bec, the provincial government’s in-
dustrial investment arm, and
Norwegian fertilizer giant Yara Inter-

national ASA, the $800-million proj-
ect involves a range of equipment
and facilities needed to mine 4,000
tonnes of apatite concentrate a day
during the mine’s projected 35-year
lifetime.

Crushed and cleaned on site by the
estimated 300 fulltime employees
needed for mining and processing –
in addition to the 800 construction
jobs expected to be created to build
the massive mine - the concentrate
would be shipped by rail to the Port
of Sept-Îles and then loaded onto
ships for transportation to Norway,
where phosphate would be extracted
and used to make fertilizer.

According to Port of Sept-Îles Presi-
dent & CEO, Pierre Gagnon, the final
link in the project – one he is confi-
dent will come together in the very
near future – is the financial frame-
work. “It’s only a matter of time,” says
Gagnon. “It is a great project that will
help to diversify our business.”

Gagnon pointed to several other
projects that have and are expected
to help wean the port away from its
overarching dependence on iron ore.

That diversification began with the ar-
rival of the Alouette aluminum

smelter 30 years ago. Since then the
growing commercial possibilities of a
number of minerals other than iron
ore that are buried in abundance on
the North Shore - notably rare-earth
metals and graphite – continue to
whet the appetites of miners and in-
dustry investors of all sizes and
stripes.

In addition to the development of
new and promising mining projects,
Gagnon says the transformation of
raw materials is another potential
economic diversifier at the Port of

PIERRE GAGNON
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process is now nearing a fructuous end. “I think that we
will have a new tenant in the short term,” he says. 

Despite the continued stagnation of iron ore prices on the
world market – a problem he blames on the glut of lower-
grade material from Australia, Brazil and other large pro-
ducers – Gagnon credits the $25 to $30 a tonne premium
that the high-quality iron ore from the Labrador Trough
fetches for Canadian producers for stimulating corporate
interest in the assets of the Pointe-Noire sector.

“China and other markets need that cleaner iron ore to
meet their environmental targets,” says Gagnon. “It’s a
great window for Canadian ore producers to get an extra
40 per cent more for their product.” 

Like the arrival in 1989 of the Alouette smelter, which is
today the largest in the Americas and produces a quarter
of all aluminum in Canada – a percentage that will increase
if and when Alouette goes ahead with a planned expan-

sion of the facility - Gagnon thinks the development of the
Pointe-Noire sector through the SFP Pointe-Noire partner-
ship is a potential game changer for the Port of Sept-Îles.

“That limited partnership model is transformative,” says
Gagnon. “It opens the sector up to major investments and
allows the partners the possibility to profit from the shared
exploitation of many of the sector’s assets, which include
the multiuser wharf, which is now fully operational and is
the biggest of its kind in Canada.”

Gagnon says the results of a new feasibility study for a new
iron ore mine in western Labrador that Alderon and project
partner Kami Mine published in early October suggests
they will save $200 million on capital expenditures through
the partnership approach at Pointe-Noire, where they plan
to ship their product, rather than the traditional approach
of building and operating their own facilities.

Gagnon also credits the renaissance
of the Pointe-Noire sector for the im-
minent arrival of a new iron ore player
in the port – Tacora Resources. The
Minnesota-based miner and Proterra
Investment Partners, an American pri-
vate equity firm and senior partner in
the venture, last year bought Cliff’s
shuttered Scully Mine in Wabush for
$1 million. They also have a deal with
commodity trader and strategic part-
ner Cargill, which has agreed to buy
all of the mine’s production for ten
years if and when it reopens.

They are reportedly now finalizing the
roughly $450 million in capitalization

needed to resume operations at the mine, which would
add an estimated 6 million tonnes of iron ore to the
roughly 25 metric tonnes of cargo that will be shipped
from the Port of Sept-Îles this year, 95 per cent of which is
iron ore.

“It will be fast tracked because the mine is already open,
it just needs to be restarted,” says Gagnon. 

For Gagnon, continued diversification, the advent of the
SFP Pointe-Noire and the multiuser wharf, together with
the realization of current and future iron ore mining proj-
ects in the Labrador Trough, which also include a $1-billion
project now being promoted by Alderon and strategic
partner HBIS Group, China’s second largest steel producer,
means his facility faces an increasingly bright future.

“Within three to five years we will see the movement of
many millions of metric tonnes of material more through
our facility,” says Gagnon. “The bad times are behind us.
We are set to see some amazing growth.”

Sept-Îles. He pointed to renewed interest in the iron ore
pellet plant in the port’s Pointe-Noire sector, a facility that
was shut down by Cliff’s Resources in 2013.

The pellet plant and Cliff’s other facilities and property in
the Pointe-Noire sector, including a key railway line and
yard, were acquired in 2015 by the Société ferroviaire et
portuaire de Pointe-Noire (SFP Pointe-Noire), another In-
vestment Quebec-led partnership that aims to develop
and enhance the world-class industrial capabilities of the
1,200-hectare sector, the second-largest industrial complex
in Quebec, after Bécancour.

SFP Pointe-Noire, a limited partnership that includes major
regional and port players like Tata Steel Minerals Canada
Limited, Champion-subsidiary Quebec Iron Ore and
Alderon, last year put out a call for tender to reopen and
operate the pellet plant in Pointe-Noire. Gagnon says that
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environmental progress in bay
After five years and three phases of
research, a comprehensive study on
the environmental health of the Bay
of Sept-Îles will deliver its final report
before the end of 2018.

“We’re very excited and anxious to
see it,” says Pierre Gagnon, President
& CEO of the Port of Sept-Îles, which
instigated, oversaw and funded the
study in conjunction with a half-dozen
partners, including the City of Sept-
Îles and several mining companies.
“It testifies to the determination of
the partners involved to work to-
gether on environmental and sustain-
able development issues.”

Carried out during the summer
months since 2013 by INREST, a col-
lege-affiliated research group that is
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dedicated to the study of environmental and occupa-
tional health issues, the study used a variety of collection
and analyze methods during the spring, summer and fall
months to both characterize and assess the state of the
ecosystem and develop monitoring tools for the Bay of
Sept-Îles.

The first phase of the study, which was completed in 2015
after an analysis of 60 water samples, 25 sediment sam-
ples and 75 readings to measure, among other things,
temperature and salinity, found no undue contamination
in the waters of the bay, which is home to the largest min-
eral port in North America.

The second phase of the study focused on measuring and
predicting environmental impacts of the bay’s ecosystem
and the setting up of an environmental monitoring system
that would provide both port and municipal stakeholders
with the information needed to manage the area from a
sustainable development perspective.

The third and most costly phase of the study – an esti-

mated $650,000 that was funded by the Port, the City,
Société du Plan Nord, Aluminerie Alouette, the Iron Ore
Company of Canada, Mine Arnaud, New Millennium Iron
and Tata Steel Minerals Canada – looked at the physio-
chemical and microbiological make up of the bay’s water
as well as the kinds and type of sediment, seaweed and
zooplankton present there.

The findings of that research, which was carried out dur-
ing 2016 and 2017, will be contained in the final report.

The report will add to the body of information provided
by two complementary environmental and sustainability
projects that were carried out by a consortium of several
Quebec research groups in 2017.

One project carried out by INREST, Université Laval’s
Québec-Océan group, the St. Lawrence Global Observa-
tory and the Port of Quebec was part of a wider study to
consider the environmental stress factors in industrial port
zones and the monitoring of changes in background con-
ditions.

The second was carried out under the auspices of a proj-
ect to characterize the types and size of vital turtle grass
flats in the St. Lawrence Gulf and Estuary. Like the prover-
bial canary in a coal mine, the health and vitality of sea-
grasses are considered bellwethers for the health of
coastal ecosystems.
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Multiuser dock earning rave reviews

The game-changing performance of
the two largest ship loaders in North
America on the continent’s deepest
wharf are earning rave reviews from
operators and users alike at the Port
of Sept-Îles.

“They have fulfilled and even sur-
passed our expectations,” says the
Port’s President and CEO, Pierre
Gagnon. “After years of planning,
hundreds of millions of dollars in in-
vestments and lots of hard work, we
are now capable of loading the
world’s biggest ships with high-grade
Canadian iron ore.”

The two ship loaders went into oper-
ation for the first time in late March
when they loaded nearly 200,000
tonnes of iron ore concentrate on a
ship bound for China.

The operation went well thanks to
the 8,000 tonnes per hour loading
rate of the massive machines on the
unique multiuser wharf in the Port of
Sept-Îles’ Pointe-Noire sector, now
the largest operating port terminal in
North America. 

Since then, 22 ships have been
loaded at the facility, carrying an es-
timated 6 million tonnes by year’s
end to iron ore markets around the
world.

Gagnon says that amount is ex-
pected to rise to more than 15 metric
tonnes in 2019 and continue to grow
in the coming years.

He predicts the new facility will even-
tually double the amount of cargo
shipped from the Port of Sept-Îles to
around 60 metric tonnes.

Gagnon says the coming online of
both the wharf and the two ship load-
ers is an exhilarating end to the hand-
wringing uncertainty that hung over
the Pointe-Noire sector due to the fi-
nancial unravelling and corporate ob-

stinance of Cliffs Natural Resources.

For years, Cliffs refused to allow the
five fellow mining companies that
were partners in the quarter-billion-
dollar multiuser wharf rail access to
port facilities.

That obstinance stymied develop-
ment in the Pointe-Noire sector and
led to years of acrimonious relations
and highly-publicized lawsuits be-
tween Cliffs, the Port and other

“AFTER YEARS OF
PLANNING, HUNDREDS 
OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
IN INVESTMENTS AND
LOTS OF HARD WORK, 
WE ARE NOW CAPABLE 
OF LOADING THE WORLD’S
BIGGEST SHIPS WITH
HIGH-GRADE CANADIAN
IRON ORE.”

stakeholders.

Cliffs financial troubles however al-
lowed the Quebec government-
backed Société ferroviaire et
portuaire de Pointe-Noire (SFP
Pointe-Noire), a limited partnership
and the Port, to buy, own and oper-
ate $66 million worth of Cliffs’ assets
in the Pointe-Noire sector in 2016.

Those assets included a pelletizing
plant and, most importantly, the rail
line and yard needed to access the
multiuser wharf.

Last year the ship loaders, which
were built in China using North
American components, were assem-
bled on the wharf by Swedish engi-
neering firm Sandvik.

Gagnon praised the work of both
Sandvik and stevedoring company
Logistec, which runs the multiuser
wharf, for the immediate success of
the new facility.

“Things have run smoothly from the
moment we turned the switches on,”
says Gagnon. “We’re ramping things
up with no problems or difficulties
thanks to our partners and supporters
with whom we built this world class
infrastructure.”
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Port confident cruise lines will adjust to federal regulations

Like in 2017, speed limits, area closures and other naviga-
tional measures taken by the federal government to pro-
tect right whales in the Gulf of the St. Lawrence played
havoc again this year with cruise ship schedules for Eastern
Canadian ports-of-call like the Port of Sept-Îles.

But the cancelling of more than half of the eleven ships
that had planned to visit the scenic port did little to dimin-
ish the numbers of cruise passengers who stepped foot in
Sept-Îles in 2018 or dampen the enthusiasm of Port and
local stakeholders for an industry that is widely expected
to continue growing well into the foreseeable future.

“We’ve had to go through some adjustments because of
the actions taken to protect our marine life, which is some-
thing we fully support,” says Pierre Gagnon, President and
CEO of the Port of Sept-Îles. “But we’re confident that
once the cruise ship companies calculate that into their fu-
ture planning, things will return to normal.”

According to Gagnon, seven of the 11 cruise ships that
had been scheduled to make stopovers in Sept-Îles this
year cancelled those visits.

However, two of the four ships that did make it, including
the Queen Mary 2, were the largest scheduled vessels. As
a result, more than 8,000 crew and passengers visited

Sept-Îles this year.

That is comparable to 2017, when the port was visited five
times by five different ships.

Notably, one of those ships was the Queen Mary 2, which
made its inaugural visit to the Port of Sept-Îles in early Oc-
tober 2017 with only two weeks’ notice.

Since the region’s attractions were closed for the season,
the port and its tourism partners, notably Destination Sept-
Îles Nakauinanu, organized several Native and French-
Canadian cultural activities near the dock, within walking
distance of the ship, and invited the local population to
come out in large numbers, which they did.

The event earned the praise of Queen Mary 2’s crew and
passengers and a promise by ship owner Cunard to return
to the port on Quebec’s picturesque North Shore.

“We’re confident that we will continue to see this trend of
these larger cruise ships visiting our port,” says Gagnon.
“I’m just glad we planned for and built a wharf that can ac-
commodate these vessels and allow them to consider our
unique multi-cultural stopover showcasing the meeting
point of two nations.”
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Port buys local artist’s work

As the largest ore-handling port in
North America, the Port of Sept-Îles
plays a vital economic role in Eastern
Canada and on Quebec’s North
Shore, where it generates nearly
$1 billion in business and some 4,000
jobs, both directly and indirectly.

But the Port has also long played a
leading role in the social and cultural
life and development of Sept-Îles
and its 26, 000 residents.

A recent example was the Port’s pur-
chase in September of 17 works by
local artist Jean-Pier Synnott. 

Made entirely of scrap metal, the fan-
ciful pieces depict a variety of ani-
mals and human characters, as well
as an underwater scene. 

The works have already been in-
stalled on the Port’s cruise ship dock
at Monseigneur Blanche Terminal
and are on public display. 

According to the Port’s Director of
Corporate Affairs, Patsy Keays, the
decision to buy the works came as a
result of public reaction to a one-day
exhibit of Synnott’s work on the
cruise ship terminal during the
Queen Mary 2’s last-minute stopover
in Sept-Îles on October 2, 2017.

Synnott, an industrial welder by
trade, is a well-known local artist with

terminal, which is in the heart of the
downtown area. That way everybody
gets a chance to see and admire
these really remarkable works of art.”

It is not the first time the Port has in-
vested in culturally significant items
for public display.

In 2016, the Port of Sept-Îles opened
a permanent display of the Hermel,
the rowboat used by Montrealer
Mylène Paquette on her 129-day
solo trip across the Atlantic Ocean in
2013.

“It is a symbol of determination, pas-
sion and vision,” Pierre Gagnon,
President and CEO of the Port, said
about his facility’s purchase of the
7.3-metre-long, fiberglass vessel
from Paquette for an undisclosed
sum. “Those same qualities define
the people here in our region.” 

more than 100 of his metal sculptures
adorning his backyard.

“We got a ton of feedback from
people, saying they love his work,”
says Keays.  “That’s why we decided
to buy several of them and make a
permanent exhibit at our cruise ship
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Creating public awareness of federal accident
compensation funds is an endless challenge
BY ALEX BINKLEY

Anne Legars has good news for com-
munities across the country that worry
about becoming the victims of oil spills
caused by shipping or railway accidents.
Her challenge is making them aware of the
financial support available to them.

Legars is Administrator of Ship-source
Oil Pollution Fund (SOPF), established in
1989, as part of an international and
domestic regime for the compensation of
oil spill cleanup. She’s also Administrator
of the Fund for Railway Accidents Involv-
ing Designated Goods (FRAIDG)
established in 2016 in the aftermath of the
Lac-Megantic derailment disaster. Her mes-
sage in cross country meetings with
community, transport and other stake-
holder groups is that both Funds have
healthy balances that can be used to help
up clean oil spills in the event of an acci-
dent, and the transporter is unable to pay
all the costs, she said.

“We have to deliver the message to
communities across the country to make
people aware that financial help is avail-
able,” she said. Since her appointment to
the post in May 2016, she had been busy
reaching out to industry as well as the
provinces and municipalities to build
awareness of SOPF and FRAIDG.

SOPF is a Fund of first recourse,
which means that claimant can seek com-
pensation from the SOPF without any
input to or from the shipowner ultimately

liable for what is compensable, Legars
pointed out. While fears persist of oil
tankers spilling their cargo, Legars said the
reality is “many small marine oil spills
occur every year across Canada, and the
potential claimants do not know about the
SOPF and their availability to be compen-
sated for the costs and damages incurred.”

SOPF is intended to pay claims
regarding oil spills from all types of ships
and is not limited to sea-going tankers. In
addition to persistent oil, it covers petro-
leum, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse and oil
mixed with wastes from all ocean-going or
domestic vessels, she said.

One challenge for SOPF is the high
pollution incident rate among small vessels
and abandoned or derelict vessels, she
said. “About 80 per cent of what we pay is
for marine pollution incidents caused by
derelict or abandoned vessels.”

On the other hand, because FRAIDG
“is a Fund of last recourse, it may not be
used for many years absent any rail
tragedy,” she said. “However, key players
in the potential indemnification process
such as provinces, insurers, federations of
municipalities, response organisations and
similar organizations should work with
the Fund ahead of time to ensure that
compensation will take place in an effi-
cient way when a big rail accident
involving oil occurs.

“In a nutshell, for SOPF, outreach is

about existing potential claimants being
able to take advantage of the regime. For
FRAIDG, outreach is about other key play-
ers of the regime contributing in the
preparedness of the indemnification
process ahead of time.”

The federal plan to remove aban-
doned or derelict vessels along the
Canadian coasts and waterways under the
Oceans Protection Plan has brought atten-
tion to SOPF, which can pay for
“reasonable costs of reasonable measures
to clean up or to prevent oil pollution,” as
part of the removal, she said.

In addition to the outreach, Legars
has been developing the mechanisms for
the two Funds to make payments if needed
and justified. SOPF can provide additional
compensation for any type of ships, along
with the international funds that handle oil
tanker spills, she said.

It’s worth noting, she added, that
there have been no major accidents during
the last few years as safety and accident
prevention programs have improved trans-
porter operations.

SOPF replaced its predecessor, the
Marine Pollution Claims Fund, Legars said.
That Fund’s balance was transferred to the
new Fund.  A levy on shipowners is still on
the books but has not been imposed since
the 1970s as SOPF’s current capitalization
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of $408 million is considered sufficient for the time being. “Should
the Fund need to be replenished, the levy would be imposed
again,” she said. “Every year, the Minister of Transport publishes in
the Canada Gazette what the adjusted amount of the levy would
be.”

SOPF can be used to pay for oil pollution damage, cleanup
expenses, preventive measures and monitoring, even where the
cause of the oil pollution damage is unknown, but may have been
caused by a ship.

During the fiscal year ending March 31, 2018, SOPF received
32 claims, double those of the previous year. During the previous
decade, the Fund had received 13.4 claims per year on average.
Claims received in 2017- 2018 ranged from $1,329 to $2.4 million
for a total of $7.3 million, which was about $2 million higher than
the previous and the highest in the Fund’s history. “Although two-
thirds of the claims are still below $50,000, about a third of the
claims are now over $100,000 – a trend that started during the
fiscal year 2016-2017,” the SOPF annual report said.

The Canadian Coast Guard is the biggest claimant of the Fund
and accounted for 23 of 32 claims and 85 per cent of the total
amount claimed during the year, the report said. Ports made five
claims and municipalities put in four. “This relative diversity in
claimants is a first and it may be an indication that the outreach
efforts of the Administrator’s Office are starting to bear fruit. For
reference, prior to this fiscal year, SOPF had received only four
claims from municipalities and 19 claims from ports and harbours
over a period of close to three decades.” Fishing vessels “represent
25 per cent of the number of claims received but only 1.5 per cent
of the total value of the claims.”

As usual, British Columbia was the major source of claims last

year with 18, followed by Newfoundland and Labrador, and
Quebec with four each, and Nova Scotia and Ontario with three
each. “This preponderance of British Columbia as a source of
claims is consistent with the Fund’s claim portfolio of the past
decade and is largely due to the number of abandoned and derelict
vessels present in the province,” the report said. “Most claims still
come from wrecks, derelict or abandoned vessels, followed by fish-
ing vessels.”

Six claims last year involved cargo/container vessels and
accounted for 44.5 per cent of the total claims. However, the
actual Fund exposure is less than the numbers suggest because
“the shipowners or their insurers have issued securities in favour
of the Fund that cover largely for the amount claimed from the
Fund with respect to the subject incidents.”

Claims involving wrecks, derelict or abandoned vessels repre-
sent close to half of the total and amount to about $300,000 on
average, the report said, with a very low associated rate of cost
recovery. 

FRAIDG can compensate victims of rail accidents involving
crude oil when damages exceed the railway’s limit of liability and
insurance, she said. The railways are required to carry between
$100 million and $1 billion in insurance to cover damages. The
Fund is financed through a levy of $1.72 per tonne paid by crude
oil shippers, collected by the federally regulated railway companies
that carry the oil, and presently has cash resources of more than
$21 million.

Should the compensation required be in excess of the rail-
way’s limit of liability and the Fund’s cash resources, then the
federal government’s consolidated revenue fund would act as a
backstop, and would be reimbursed over time through levies.

AAPA CEO Kurt J. Nagle announces plans to retire 
in 2019

Kurt J. Nagle, long-time President and
CEO of the American Association of Port
Authorities (AAPA) announced that he will
be retiring from the association next fall, fol-
lowing more than 33 years of service to the
port industry. Mr. Nagle began his work at
AAPA in 1985 as the Membership Services
Director, following seven years at the
National Coal Association and Coal
Exporters Association. In 1995, he was
appointed AAPA’s President and CEO, a
position he has held for 23 years.

“It’s been an honour to serve the
public ports in the Western Hemisphere and
a privilege to work with so many dedicated
professionals,” said Mr. Nagle. “This indus-
try is blessed with professionals willing to
share their experiences and lessons-learned
with their colleagues, and to collaborate on
common challenges and policy issues.  This
positive and beneficial culture, along with
the wonderful professional staff here at
AAPA, have made it a pleasure to be a part
of this great industry.”

AAPA’s immediate past Chairman,
Steven M. Cernak, Chief Executive and
Port Director at Port Everglades, lauded Mr.
Nagle’s AAPA leadership and service to the

hemisphere’s ports. Mr. Cernak stated:
“We’ve been extremely fortunate to have
Kurt lead our association these past 23
years. The association, its services to the
port industry, as well as its profile and advo-
cacy, have grown exponentially during
Kurt’s tenure. He’s been adept at keeping a
very diverse hemispheric industry unified,
which has been vital to the overall well-
being of our member ports and critical to
advancing the priorities for the association’s
U.S. members in Washington, DC.”

At AAPA’s annual convention in Val-
paraiso, Chile, last week, Mr. Cernak passed
the gavel to AAPA’s new Chairman, William
D. Friedman, President and CEO at Port of
Cleveland.

“Kurt will be sorely missed, but he will
leave behind a lasting legacy and a long list
of achievements of immense benefit,” said
Mr. Friedman. “Over the years, Kurt has
developed and led a strong and stable head-
quarters staff, and has the association well
positioned to carry on its valued services to
our membership and the port industry.” Mr.
Friedman indicated that the process to iden-
tify Mr. Nagle’s successor will begin
immediately, with the goal to ensure a

smooth transition and continuity of the
work of the association on behalf of the
public port industry.

KURT J. NAGLE
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Canfornav says goodbye to its President and CEO, Michael
Hagn, who passed away on 10 October, 2018 at the age of 74.

Michael achieved his dream to transition the company from 
a ship operator to a shipowner, and was the force behind
Canfornav’s new building program, that resulted in a fleet of
over 40 modern ships. 

Well known and respected in the international shipping
community, he touched many with his infectious passion for
life and his memorable style of doing business. His strong
leadership and fighting spirit will continue to guide us, as 
we enter a new era without him. His leadership, guidance 
and personality will be greatly missed.

MICHAEL HAGN

St. Lawrence Seaway enters peak season with
shipments up 4 per cent

The upward trend of the 2018 St. Lawrence Seaway shipping
season continues, driven by Canadian grain exports and improving salt
shipments. Overall tonnage for the period March 29 to September 30
totaled 25.7 million tonnes, up 4.1 per cent when compared to 2017.
Canadian grain shipments topped 5.1 million tonnes for the period, up
11.6 per cent.  Salt shipments totaled 1.9 million tonnes, significantly
improving after the strike at the Compass Minerals Goderich mine
ended in July.

“Exports of grain from last year’s harvest continue to drive
increases in Seaway tonnage, and we expect to have a strong finish to
the year as the new harvest is added to the mix,” says Terence Bowles,
President and CEO of The St. Lawrence Seaway Management Corpo-
ration. “Furthermore, cities across the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence region
are replenishing their stocks of road salt after last year’s lengthy winter,
adding to the upswell in cargo volumes.” 

The port of Hamilton is on pace for a very successful shipping
season. Total cargo through September is up 18 per cent compared to
the same time period last year. Hamilton is seeing strong numbers in
shipments of grain (up 109 per cent), petroleum products (up 40 per
cent), finished steel (up 38 per cent), metallurgical coal (up 25 per cent)
and fertilizer (up 11 per cent). The port has also seen a dramatic
increase in the volume of cargo that is going overseas. “Overseas cargo
is trending 81 per cent higher than the same time period in 2017,” said
Ian Hamilton, President/CEO of Hamilton Port Authority. “We think
this is a very good indication that when there is a need to diversify,
Canada is ready to leverage its trade-enabling infrastructure to reach
new markets.” 

The port of Johnstown has welcomed salt shipments from several
ocean-going vessels in September. The Port had three international ves-
sels deliver 65,000 metric tonnes of salt and is expecting two more
vessels, as the salt companies try to reach their quotas. Road salt from
the port is distributed to cities and towns throughout Eastern Ontario
and Western Quebec. “Overall for the year, we are currently two to
three vessels behind last year at this time, however, we believe that this
will be made up in the late fall,” says Robert Dalley, General Manager
of Port of Johnstown. “For the month of September, the port shipped
out 6,800 tonnes of grain as the soybean harvest started to kick in at
the end of the month. Overall for the year we have had almost 60,000
tonnes of soybeans shipped out as compared to 5,000 tonnes in 2017.

This was mostly due to the soybeans that were stored at the port over
the winter and moved in the spring.” Dalley adds that the soybean har-
vest looks strong at this point in the season with a steady stream of
vessels so far in October. The port recently completed a 6.5-acre expan-
sion project allowing more laydown area for various cargos. The project
also improves the port’s ability to load rail cars with an additional 500
feet of rail siding now accessible.

The port of Thunder Bay is reporting average volumes of cargo
this season, including just over 5.4 million tonnes of cargo this season,
compared to the five-year-average of 5.3 million tonnes. “Shipments in
September were slightly below average due to lower coal, potash and
grain volumes.” says Tim Heney, President and CEO of Thunder Bay
Port Authority. “Year-to-date grain volumes hovered at the five-year-
average level at the end of September, while coal and potash volumes
remained above-average. Quorum Corp., Canada’s grain monitoring
agency, recently reported that grain car unloads are below average at
both of Western Canada’s top grain ports, Thunder Bay and Vancouver.
Despite the dip in shipping during September, there is optimism that
the Port will end the season with similar volumes to last year.” The
shipping season at Thunder Bay was cut short in 2017 when frigid tem-
peratures caused an early ice-over in mid-December.
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By rail, by truck, and 
by vessel--the economic 
impact of the Port of Prince 
Rupert continues to grow, 
supporting families and businesses 
across Northern British Columbia.  
As we continue to connect 
Canadian industries with 
overseas markets, the benefits 
of this trade will continue to 
strengthen our communities.



record-breaking 2017 results highlight Prince rupert’s
strategic advantages 
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

Cargo moving through the Port of Prince Rupert hit 24.1 mil-
lion tonnes in 2017, breaking the previous record of 23 mil-
lion tonnes in 2013. The numbers were anchored by 26 per
cent growth in its intermodal container business and growth
of dry bulk cargo volumes, partly in response to the comple-
tion of Phase two at DP World’s Fairview Container Terminal.
Completed in August 2017, the expanded Fairview Terminal
increased capacity by 60 per cent, moving 926, 540 TEU’s.
(Twenty-foot equivalent units). Overall tonnage through the
port was up 28 per cent from 2016, and exceeds the previ-
ous record high of 23 million tonnes set in 2013.

Fairview wasn’t the only contributor to the increased activity
through the port. Ridley Terminals, the bulk-handling facility
specializing in the shipment of steel-making coal from North-
eastern British Columbia, saw total shipments rebound to
7.6 million tonnes, a 90-percent increase over 2016 volumes.
Ridley Island Terminal, a federal crown corporation, shipped
its first load of coal in 1984. In 2012, the federal Conservative
government tried to sell the facility and as 2014 rolled
around, volumes of coal through the terminal fell by 40 per

cent and operating profits fell 57 per cent, from $43 million
in 2013 to $18 million. Volumes fell another 38 per cent in
2015, resulting in a $63 million comprehensive loss for the
terminal. Between 2015 and 2016, two of the terminal’s cus-
tomers went bankrupt, including Walter Energy, which oper-
ated three metallurgical coal mines in B.C. and shipped
exclusively through Prince Rupert. The government sale at-
tempt failed and the offer was withdrawn.

The situation looks much brighter today. Ridley is diversifying
to position itself as a dry bulk solution not just for coal. Alta-
Gas Ltd. has started construction of the Ridley Island
Propane Export Terminal that is expected to ship up to 1.2
million tonnes of propane per year, transported by CN Rail
from gas producers in Alberta and British Columbia, and de-
liver approximately 20 to 30 cargos per year to international
markets, commencing early in 2019. And, the federal gov-
ernment again announced its plans to put the terminal up
for sale. The government announced on August 9 that it is
starting the sale process by consulting with six First Nations
first before it opens the terminal’s sale to a competitive bid
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in the fall.

Westview Terminal exported close to half of Canada’s wood
pellet production. The pellet terminal had a 22 per cent in-
crease in biofuel volumes to 1.1 million tonnes. Owned by
Pinnacle Renewable Energy Group and operated by Metro
Ports, Westview Wood Pellet Terminal was opened in Janu-
ary 2014 as the first purpose-built wood pellet export facility
in North America. The facility has an annual capacity to ship
1.25 million tonnes of wood pellets to world markets for use
in power generation. The terminal receives pellets by rail,
stores them in metal silos, before loading into bulk cargo
ships for overseas markets in Western Europe and Asia.
Specifically designed with soft handling technologies to re-
duce pellet breakage, the terminal also features best avail-
able technologies for dust suppression. The world market for
wood pellet fuels is rapidly growing as a result of demand
for renewable biomass fuels to replace fossil fuels in power
boilers and space heating.

The only shrinkage in 2017 was at the Prince Rupert Grain
Terminal where there was a six per cent decrease due to
lower volumes of wheat. While the bulk grain terminal saw a
slight decrease, they still exceeded a total of 5 million tonnes
for the fifth straight year. Built in 1985, the Prince Rupert

Grain Terminal, operated by G.W. Nickerson Co. Ltd. have
been operating in the Port of Prince Rupert Since 1909. The
terminal has one of the highest throughput of any grain ele-
vator in Canada. It has the capacity to ship excess of seven
million tonnes per year and a storage capacity of 202,000
tonnes. The average loading rate of cargo shipped from this
terminal varies from 2,800 TPH (Canola) to 3,500 TPH
(Wheat). The terminal can load up to just over 4,000 TPH.

In 2017, Ray-Mont Logisitics launched its transloading oper-
ation, improving the export business by stuffing empty ship-
ping containers with grains, pulses and cereal products from
Canada and the Mid-West U.S. The transload operation is
now operating near capacity after its first year. The Port’s
Northland Cruise Terminal more than doubled, to over
16,000 visitors on 25 cruise ship visits during the season. Dur-
ing the year, the Port of Prince Rupert released a study
demonstrating the significant growth in economic benefits
for Northern B.C. that have resulted from growth in trade
volumes through the Port over the last decade. Key figures
from the study reveal that an estimated $35 billion of trade
is shipped through the port annually, over $1 billion in eco-
nomic activity is generated annually in Northern B.C., and,
over 3,100 full-time jobs are directly related to moving inter-
national trade, with an average wage of over $83,000.
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ceO’s corner: an interview with Shaun Stevenson
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

“I’ve got some big shoes to fill”, acknowledges Shaun
Stevenson, the recently appointed new President and
Chief Executive Officer of the Prince Rupert Port Authority
(PRPA). Stevenson, who replaces Don Krussel, has more
than 20 year’s operational experience at PRPA, most re-
cently as Vice-President of Trade Development & Public
Affairs. “Taking the helm of the organization in this lead-
ership position will be an exciting new challenge”, he says.
“We’re looking to build on the strong growth and expan-
sion we’ve built at the port”. Stevenson certainly has the
background and experience, having worked, while with
the port, extensively with industry partners, shippers and
marine carriers, development proponents, as well as local
First Nations and a variety of other government and com-
munity stakeholders.

PRPA Chair Bud Smith says, “Shaun has played an integral
role in the Port’s development from a relatively small con-
cern to a North American Gateway that is playing a vital
role in delivering and expanding market access to Cana-
dian shippers, industries, and their communities, Shaun’s
deep understanding of the Port’s role in adding value to
global trade is outstanding, as his ability to communicate
and develop strong relationships with our partners.”

2017 A YEAR OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND GROWTH
AT THE PORT OF PRINCE RUPERT
Stevenson responds to a question about the Port’s growth
and achievements, saying, “I think we’ve seen success in
a number of lines of business, and a lot of the focus has
been on container growth, but we’ve seen some great op-
erations in our bulk terminals. I think as we look ahead, to
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all those businesses, we need to look at how we can best
respond to how those supply chains are evolving.” Mr.
Stevenson notes that whether bulk or intermodal, “We
need to be sure we’re investing in the right infrastructure
to continue to enable the success of those developments.”
He points out that the port has focussed on terminal de-
velopment over the last decade, but that the future will be
much more than just terminals. “We’ll also have to ensure
we can build a whole eco-system around that tree – fo-
cussing more on what the needs of the goods inside those
containers are.” That means enhanced logistics capabilities
that compliment terminal expansion, whether that be ex-
port logistics for agricultural or forest products, but also
building more resiliency in the system through import lo-
gistics capabilities he says.

The past year at the port has been a full one. “We saw the
Fairview Container terminal expansion complete in the fall
of 2017, which brought on a second berth, increased our
capacity by about 500,000 TEUs. Additionally, we’ve seen
the growth of container volumes and the addition of Yang
Ming and its partners in THE Alliance, Hapag-Lloyd and
Ocean Network Express, who’ve added Prince Rupert as
the first North American port of call on the amended PS8
trans-Pacific service earlier this spring.” THE Alliance’s PS8
service is the fourth weekly service for Prince Rupert, un-
locking the ability for all intermodal shippers on or near
CN’s continental rail network to route freight through the
Port of Prince Rupert. The port saw 553 vessel calls in
2017.

Stevenson explains that there is still more work coming at
the Fairview Terminal. “We’ve reached agreements with
DP World that will see the next phase of expansion that
will take us from our current 1.3 TEU’s capacity up to in ex-
cess of 1.8 million. We’re hoping that construction will
begin in 2019. That complements many of the other things
happening around the Port.” The recently completed con-
struction at the Fairview Terminal grows the Terminal’s an-
nual throughput capacity from 850,000 to 1.35 million
TEUs. The expansion work included a second vessel berth
serviced by three new “big ship ready” Malacca-max
cranes, allowing 20,000+ TEU vessels to access the termi-
nal through one of the deepest port harbours in the world.
In addition, 6,000 more feet of on-dock rail and an 11
hectare increase to the terminal footprint will add even
more speed and reliability to terminal services. “The future
expansion will focus on bringing the two berths we have
today into balance with our rail capacity, so the emphasis
is on container yard space.” 

THE CHALLENGE TO MANAGE AND GROW IN
COMING YEARS
He notes that in addition to growth in the container sector,
“We’re also seeing strong volumes and growth in coal at
Ridley Terminals, and we’re very proud of the work they’ve
done.” He goes on, noting that the AltaGas Ridley Island
Propane Export Terminal has made significant progress on
their facility, and expects completion in 2019 and to be-
come operational shortly after. In fact, the numbers across
the board in Prince Rupert look good. Growth in port-wide
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volume is up 28 per cent to a record
24 million tonnes. Container volumes
are up 26 per cent, wood pellet ex-
port volumes up 22 per cent, coal ex-
ports have risen 90 per cent and
cruise volumes have climbed 100 per
cent. The only sector showing a de-
cline is bulk grain exports, down six
per cent. The Port of Prince Rupert
moved $35 million worth of trade
through its docks, generating an esti-
mated one billion worth of economic
activity in northern British Columbia,
while providing 3,100 direct jobs in
port-related industries. At the same
time, providing $260 in annual wages
and $112 million in government rev-
enues, including $8 million for local
governments.

Stevenson talks about the upcoming
year, saying, “While continued
growth in the container business is a
big part of our focus, we’re more than

just an intermodal business. We’re ex-
cited with the work at Ridley Island,
and the opportunity to work with
Vopak Development Inc., a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Royal Vopak.”
The company has filed documents
and begun their environmental as-
sessment prior to constructing, a new
bulk liquids tank storage and marine
berthing and loading facility on Ridley
Island. The proposed terminal would
store and ship liquid products such as
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
(propane), clean petroleum products
(refined products such as diesel
and/or gasoline), and methanol.
Vopak would build the project and
manage the operations of the facility,
while products would be transported
from various locations across Western
Canada to the terminal via the exist-
ing CN rail line. The project is esti-
mated to have a capital cost of

$750-900 million, construction is esti-
mated to require a workforce of ap-
proximately 300 people, and
operations would require 40-50 full
time employees. Royal Dutch Vopak
is a 400 year old company based in
the Netherlands, and is the world’s
leading independent tank storage
provider and operates a global net-
work of 66 terminals, including four
on Canada’s east coast.

Stevenson concludes, saying, “We’re
paying close attention to what’s play-
ing out in trade and tariff negotiations
globally, whether that be NAFTA, or
the U.S.-China trade relationship. Ul-
timately, we’re concerned with trade.
Thus far, we’ve weathered the uncer-
tainty quite well. But, there’s no doubt
the entire industry looks with some
degree of caution when we start see-
ing barriers to trade.”

We offer a nationally accredited marine security 
training program, and provide a full suite of marine 
security services on both the east and west coasts.

YOUR  
PROVEN 
PARTNER

1 877 322 6777   commissionaires.ca  
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Only a year old, Ray-Mont Logistics facility 
in Prince Rupert operating near capacity
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

Ray-Mont Logistics has been operat-
ing in Canada since the 1990s, be-
ginning as a family business with a
transloading facility in Montreal but
the company has since established a
presence on the West Coast, first in
Richmond, B.C. and then last year
opening a new transload facility at
the Port of Prince Rupert. Ray-Mont
also has an operation in Washington
State. Charles Raymond, P. Eng.,
President and Chief Executive Officer
tells us that as a youth, he was pas-
sionate about designing and building
robots. His university days were ded-
icated to that end, which ultimately
put him in a position to suggest to his
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father that he could help the com-
pany in the areas of systems. That in-
cluded areas of electrical,
mechanical, computer and automa-
tion, “Places in the business where
we could actually innovate.” Mr. Ray-
mond expresses pride, adding, “Our
processes are certified and we con-
tinue to lead the wave of innovation
in the industry.”

The Prince Rupert terminal, now a
year old, is the only unit train stuffing
facility on Canada’s west coast. The
facility is built on a 12-acre site on Ri-
dley Island surrounded by a 100-car
rail loop corridor, includes a grain
dumper pit, as well as a state-of-the-
art conveyance system. Mr. Raymond
explains that while the Prince Rupert
terminal handles only agri-products,
the company does have experience
with additional products including
forestry and other commodities.

“Prince Rupert’s advantage is that it is
a small city, with all the advantages of
the port, but does not have the con-
gestion and high cost that would be
found in large cities like Vancouver.
We thought it an advantage for Cana-
dian cargoes to be handled in a place

that allowed fluidity.”

USING INNOVATION AND
TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE THE
TRANS-LOAD INDUSTRY
“We’ve built a system at Ray-Mont
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where we can actually unload railcars
at a very high speed, transferring
agricultural products, things like
lentils, peas, wheats and meals, from
hopper cars into containers.” Ray-
mond explains that Ray-Mont work-
ers must synchronize the arrival of
empty containers with the actual ar-
rival of the hopper cars.” This en-
sures the proper amount of
containers from the proper shipping
lines for the correct destinations he
says. “It looks simple, but in fact, it’s
quite complex, all of our systems
have been designed around our cus-
tom-built equipment and tech-
niques.” When it comes to the
volume handled in Prince Rupert, Mr.
Raymond says that the site was de-
signed to handle 20 to 30 thousand
containers per year. “We’re working
to tweak our systems, since we’ve
reached that capacity in our first
year.” He notes that coordination of
outbound containers with cargoes re-
mains an important element of the
work in Prince Rupert.

”In Prince Rupert, we work from hop-
per cars to containers. While that
may seem simple, the challenge is to
move the product from many differ-
ent product types, different lots, from

different suppliers belonging to dif-
ferent customers, going to different
destinations and arriving at different
times. All of that together is happen-
ing as a live operation. The challenge
of what we do is to synchronize all
that, to be the best we can in han-
dling cargo from one means of trans-
portation to another, always
revolving around containers. Tracking
these cargoes from acceptance at
the customer’s storage silos to deliv-
ery at the client’s site overseas re-
mains a critical component of the
work.”

Commenting on the various trade
and tariff disputes flaring around the
world at the moment, Raymond
notes that, “All the protectionism in
the world whether from the U.S. or
other places, does add friction and if
actions take place while product is in
transport, it adds additional work for
our teams. However, the market is
able to re-organize itself in remark-
able ways.” Raymond says, “We
have an amazing team, and as a cus-
tomer-driven company, we think
there are opportunities for us in
many places in the world.”
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DP World’s expanded Fairview terminal continues 
record capacities 
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

We recently talked to Maksim Mihic, general manager of DP
World Canada who tells us, “DP World is one of the largest
terminal operators in the world. We operate 78 marine ter-
minals, we’re in 40 countries, we are on all six continents with
about 45,000 employees and in 2017, we moved over 70
million TEU’s through our terminals, which is over 10 per cent
of the world’s volume.” The company purchased the right to
operate Prince Rupert’s Fairview Terminal in 2015, and al-
most immediately began work on the Phase Two expansion.
“We service about four vessels a week, or about 200 vessels
per year,” notes Mihic.

That work, finished in the fall of 2017, has increased
Fairview Container Terminal’s annual throughput capacity
from 850,000 to 1.35 million TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent
units). The terminal now includes a second vessel berth
serviced by three new “big ship ready” Malacca-max
cranes, allowing 20,000 plus TEU vessels to access the ter-
minal through one of the deepest port harbours in the
world. In addition, 6,000 more feet of on-dock rail and an
11 hectare increase to the terminal footprint will add even
more speed and reliability to terminal services. As cargo
volumes grow to fill the new capacity, over 200 new jobs
are expected to be created on the terminal. The Fairview

Terminal was been specifically designed as a high volume
Intermodal container transfer facility, allowing containers to
be rapidly moved between vessel and rail thereby further
enhancing Prince Rupert’s total transit time advantage. The
city also has the natural advantage of being situated on the
great circle route from Asia and at the same time is North
America’s deepest natural harbour.

PRINCE RUPERT TO SEE FURTHER EXPANSION 
AT FAIRVIEW
When asked what he thought was the single most important
issue in the Port of Prince Rupert’s continued success, Mr.
Mihic replied, “Much of the success comes from the size of
the city. The challenge for us at DP World, is to build a com-
munity that we can attract young talent which will support
the development of the port.” He adds that, “The expansion
represents a forward-thinking commitment to providing ship-
ping lines and cargo owners with fast, reliable container serv-
ice that’s always ahead of customer demand. Prince Rupert’s
success has been driven by its unparalleled geographical po-
sition on the trans-Pacific trade route, its high terminal pro-
ductivity, and its consistently low dwell times that have
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sustained despite our significant
growth in throughput over the past
two years.” 

There are plans underway for Phase 2B
expansion, which will increase annual
throughput capacity at Canada’s sec-
ond largest container terminal to 1.8
million TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent
units) when complete in 2022. “The
berth we now have is adequate but we
will need to add a new crane, we will

increase the capacity of the rail from
18,000 to 24,000 feet and we need to
build a new maintenance facility, new
gate and double the capacity of the
reefers.” These further additions are
expected to go online by in the first
quarter of 2022. The scheduled date of
these capacity improvements is not a
coincidence. DP World also operates
the Centerm container terminal at the
Port of Vancouver. A $320-million ca-
pacity expansion is also underway in

Vancouver to increase the maximum
container handling capacity at Cen-
term by two-thirds, from 900,000
twenty-foot equivalent unit containers
(TEUs) to 1.5 million TEUs. Completion
of the Vancouver terminal work is ex-
pected within roughly the same time-
frame as Prince Rupert’s next
expansion at the Fairview Terminal.

LOOKING AT TRADE IRRITANTS 
AS OPPORTUNITIES NOT
LIMITATIONS
DP World engages in considerable
community service throughout its net-
work, and Prince Rupert is no excep-
tion. “It’s important for us to invest in
the communities we work in,” says Mr.
Mihic. “We have supported installation
of First Nations art at the airport, we are
helping to build the union hall, first
constructed in 1917, we’ve contributed
to medical equipment for the hospital,
and among a number of other under-
takings, we support sporting activities
for Prince Rupert youth, as well as cul-
tural events and also engaged in a pro-
gram for the trades.” DP World
supports community activities such as
the Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup.
“Our Community Kinship programme
points the way toward organizations
that are contributing to the greater
good such as the North Coast Transi-
tion Society, an organization who helps
people find safety in the face of per-
sonal challenges such as physical or
emotional abuse, poverty, and home-
lessness.”

When asked to comment on the vari-
ous trade disputes or irritants currently
emanating from the U.S., Maksim Mihic
says, “To my mind, this is more of a hic-
cup than a pattern, but it’s also an op-
portunity for Canada. For so long,
we’ve depended on the largest chunk
of our trade across the border, and this
offers us an occasion to go back to At-
lantic trade with the CETA Agreement,
and with the TPP Agreement, more Pa-
cific trade, or even look to South Amer-
ica. I’d rather look at this as an
opportunity rather than a limitation.”
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Fearful U.S. importers brace for clearance stumbles 
in third tariff round
BY IAN PUTZGER

As the U.S. implements the third
stage of tariffs in the escalating trade con-
flict with China, logistics providers and
importers are concerned whether systems
in the U.S. will be ready to cope with the
list of goods affected in this round. From
September 24 some $200 billion-worth of
Chinese goods were added to the length-
ening lists of merchandise subject to
tariffs, initially hit with a 10 per cent tariff,
which is set to be elevated to 25 per cent
at the end of the year.

In July, the U.S. Administration pub-
lished a list of thousands of Chinese
products to be affected in this round, but
subsequently several hundred were
removed. Still, there are concerns that the
large number of goods, combined with a
relatively narrow time window for the
implementation, may cause problems and
confusion in the coming weeks.

Setting all systems to process these
entries is not a matter of flipping a switch,
noted Sandra Scott, Senior Director of
compliance at SEKO Logistics. “This does
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not only affect the customs systems; you’re looking at the trade
system,” she said, adding that in the previous two rounds of tariff
implementations, there had been more time to prepare.

Moreover, the list of goods affected is significantly longer this
time. The first two rounds targeted imports from China worth $50
billion. 

There have been concerns that U.S. Customs & Border Protec-
tion (CBP) is becoming “seriously stretched”. Traffic volumes have
cascaded, due to the rapid growth of e-commerce, which has been
partly fuelled in the U.S. by the decision to raise the de minimis
threshold for duty-free personal imports from $200 a day to $800.

What has aggravated the situation for e-commerce flows arriv-
ing as regular freight – as opposed to mail or express parcel
shipments – is that there is no automated interface with Customs to
clear this traffic handled by forwarders and brokers, under Section
321 for de minimis shipments. Whereas mail agencies and integra-
tors can file electronically for Customs clearance, other e-commerce
traffic has to be processed with paper documents, as the Automated
Commercial Environment – the regular system for electronic cus-
toms clearance submissions – does not support de minimis
shipments.

“We need an automated lane to submit Section 321 shipments
through ACE,” Ms. Scott said.

CBP top brass have declared the establishment of an automated

pathway for this traffic its top priority for ACE. The agency has
obtained the necessary funds for this and is currently working on the
system. It is unclear, though, when this will be ready, Ms. Scott said.
She pointed out that other government agencies, such as the Food
and Drug Administration, have to bring in their requirements too.
Until the platform is ready, Section 321 shipments have to be cleared
with paper documents. So far, CBP has managed to avoid serious
delays, but the burden of high traffic volumes, combined with the
task of tariff implementation and checking plus calls for greater
scrutiny of e-commerce for illegal drugs shipments, is pushing the
agency to the limits. “I can’t say there is no concern about delays,”
Ms. Scott said. “You need good communication with CBP at the port
through which your goods are entering the country.” She added that
processes varied from one port to the next. “Communication with
your local port is critical,” she stressed.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Editor’s note: Currently, most items valued under US$800
can be imported duty free and tax free into the United States. As for
Canada, under the provisions of the new USMCA, de minimis
imports into Canada valued less than $150 will be exempt from
duties. However, only de minimis shipments valued under $40 will
be exempt from collection of sales taxes.

U.S. Customs determined to tighten scrutiny of 
e-commerce imports – impacts will also be felt by
Canadian shippers 
BY IAN PUTZGER

The U.S. Customs & Border Protection
agency (CBP) is poised to ramp up meas-
ures to intercept illegal substances and
counterfeit goods entering the country
via  e-commerce shipments. Monitoring of
incoming mail will be increased  through a
mandate for data on all shipments to be sub-
mitted in advance  –  and e-commerce
arriving in consolidations is also going to be
subject to closer scrutiny.

Senior CBP personnel have recently
indicated to the industry that new measures
were in the pipeline. The agency is strug-
gling to cope with a flood of parcels, with
resources stretched further still by tariffs on
a lengthy list of commodities from China.
Moreover, CBP is under political pressure to
deploy effective means against the use of e-
commerce to bring in  illegal drugs, amid
rising alarm about a fentanyl addiction epi-
demic in the U.S.

“They’re under tremendous pressure
on the volume of shipments and patrolling
goods coming in under de minimis, Section
321 shipments,” said Brandon Fried, exec-
utive director of the U.S. Airforwarders
Association, referring to imported goods
that are exempt from duties under the per-
sonal daily exemption rules. The de

minimis threshold in the U.S. is set at $800.
E-commerce imports into the U.S. are

going through the roof. According to CBP,
they have shot up from 1.4 million daily at
the beginning of this year to an estimated
2.1 million shipments by August, and the
agency has warned that this could rise to
2.5 million daily shipments by the end of
the year.

The Administration has set its sights

primarily on mail. On October 3 the U.S.
Senate sent legislation to the White House
to sign that will require the U.S. Postal Serv-
ice to send advance electronic data on
incoming international shipments to CBP.
The bill mandates that, by December 31,
data on 70 per cent of all international mail
must be transmitted before the goods reach
the U.S. border. By December 31, 2019, the
threshold will  rise to 100 per cent of such
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shipments. This will set mail in line with private courier companies,
which have had to submit advance manifest data since 2002. 

CBP is also looking to flows that enter the U.S. via Canadian
gateways. According to the agency, a rising volume of e-commerce
from China has been shipped to Canadian ports to be deconsolidated
and moved by trucks, carrying hundreds of packages qualifying for
de minimis exemption, which eliminates the need for clearance.
CBP intends to require Canadian trucking firms to file advance man-
ifest data from  January 1, 2019. Further measures have yet to be
disclosed.

At the National Customs Brokers and Forwarders Association of
America’s conference late last month, CBP Acting Deputy Commis-
sioner Robert Perez told delegates the agency intended to embark on
an initiative similar to the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terror-
ism program, established in the aftermath of the September 11
attacks. Shippers and logistics firms that participate in the scheme
are less likely to have their shipments inspected.

CBP’s top brass have repeatedly declared that they want higher
security and protection against illegal shipments through automation
and data flow rather than physical inspection. While this is reassur-
ing for U.S. importers and forwarders, they have faced problems
with data flows to the agency.

At this point there is no facility in CBP’s Automated Commer-
cial Environment, the conduit for automated clearance, to handle
Section 321 shipments, the classification for de minimis traffic. All
Section 321 shipments entering the U.S. as cargo are processed with
paper documentation, to the ongoing frustration of forwarders. The
agency has pledged to change this. Having obtained $30 million in
a fiscal year appropriation to make changes to ACE in addition to its
regular funding, CBP reiterated that automating Section 321 pro-
cessing was a top priority, and announced that some of that
additional money would be spent on the ability to receive manifest
information for this traffic through its Automated Broker Interface.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Suspicious shippers urge Maersk rethink on new fuel
surcharge plan
BY ALEX LENNANE

Shippers have joined forwarders in
condemning Maersk’s plan for new fuel sur-
charges to help recover the additional costs
of low-sulphur marine fuel, to be intro-
duced in January. The new charges, on top
of existing contract rates, are triggered on
the average cost of fuel and a ‘trade factor’
that takes into account cargo flows, with
lower charges for backhaul.

Shippers have pointed out that as the
charge is per box, those shipping west with
higher charges will end up paying for more
collectively than they need to, to compen-
sate for empties returning east. As a result,
the most profitable routes will enjoy higher-
than-average surcharges. In addition,
Maersk is introducing the scheme a year
before the higher fuel prices come in.

“Asking customers to contribute to
new environmental costs is to be expected,
but this charge lacks transparency; no data
are available to let customers work out how
the charge has been calculated,” said James
Hookham, secretary general   of the Global
Shippers’ Forum. “Given historical experi-
ences with surcharges, shippers are
naturally suspicious over something ship-
ping lines say is ‘fair, transparent and clear’.
“GSF will be taking this piece of financial
engineering apart piece by piece, as we sus-
pect this has more to do with rate
restoration than environmental conserva-
tion.” 

He added that Maersk could have
chosen to fit scrubbers on all its ships, trig-
gering a one-off expense, as some of its
rivals are doing. “For shippers, this is a
better option than paying sulphur sur-
charges indefinitely.” He added that the

unilateral manner in which Maersk intro-
duced the change had also upset its
customers. “What also disappoints shippers
is the lack of negotiation about the timing
and the structure of the charge. It would
have been better if Maersk had discussed its
plans with individual customers in the
course of confidential contract reviews,
rather than just publishing something that
wouldn’t be out of place in the puzzles sec-
tion of your daily newspaper.

“We suspect that other shipping lines
will be tempted to follow suit, but it would
surely be of concern to competition author-
ities around the world if the same formula

were to be used by other shipping lines,
especially in the same Alliance. “GSF would
encourage Maersk to consult with cus-
tomers and reconsider the strategy.  These
new charges may be all about low-sulphur
fuel, but they still stink to us!”

Last week forwarders also revealed
their anger over the “very major increases”.
“Rises of this magnitude are unjustified, and
could be construed as blatant profiteering
by shipping lines determined to exploit the
situation,” said BIFA Director General
Robert Keen.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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2M ‘white knight’ sails to the rescue of ailing Asia-
Europe trade
BY MIKE WACKETT

2M’s decision this month to remove 6
per cent of westbound capacity on the Asia-
North Europe tradelane will not be enough
to push up freight rates, but should “temper
the decline”, said Drewry. Container spot
rates on the route have slumped by 18 per
cent since the end of August and now sit at
some $766 per TEU, just ahead of China’s
end of September  Golden Week holiday
which traditionally heralds the slack season.
Drewry said 2M partners Maersk Line and
MSC had “ridden to the rescue of the
market” by temporarily suspending the
AE2/Swan service , taking out over 19,000
TEUs of capacity a week. According to the
consultant, westbound volumes by  the end
of July had recorded a year-on-year 1 per cent
decline, due, it said, to “lacklustre demand”
in the key import markets of Germany and
the UK.

And this negative growth had been
exacerbated by the continued influx of new
ultra-large tonnage, resulting in headhaul uti-
lization levels falling to an average of 84 per
cent, compared with 91 per cent a year ago.
The capacity management endeavours of the
2M, Ocean and THE alliances to “prop up
utilization with ad-hoc skipped sailings”
would, said Drewry, have been sufficient to
arrest the rate slide. It said for the spot
market to “gain traction”, another loop
would need to be culled and that the Ocean
Alliance, with a 35 per cent market share,
was the obvious candidate. But, it added, it
“remains to be seen” whether CMA CGM,
Cosco and Evergreen would be “prepared to
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cede market share for the greater good”.
Indeed, the French carrier has recently
announced a discount on its Asia-North
Europe FAK from today, suggesting it is pre-
pared to battle to fill its ships.

Meanwhile, reacting to speculation
concerning the future  employment of the
19,000 TEU ULCVs on the AE2/Swan loop,
Maersk has confirmed to Drewry that its
three vessels will be cascaded into 2M’s
AE1/Shogun string, replacing smaller units
of about 17,500 TEUs, which would then

either be idled or sent to drydock for mainte-
nance. MSC had not responded to Drewry
before  publication, but there have been
rumours circulating that the carrier might
take the opportunity of a gap in the employ-
ment of the vessels to arrange the installation
of exhaust gas cleaning systems (scrubbers),
given this is the owner’s declared preferred
option to comply with the IMO’s 2020 0.5
per cent sulphur cap regulations.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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‘Be more vigilant’ message to forwarders on
potentially dangerous shipments
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

Forwarders need to improve levels of
due diligence to avert the risks to cargo
security, with e-commerce lowering the
industry’s barrier to entry. Senior loss pre-
vention executive at TT Club, Mike
Yarwood, told The Loadstar the wider
industry needed to play its role in facilitat-
ing this. “It’s about empowering all the
forwarders to ask the relevant questions
with the necessary knowledge for the ship-

ment in hand,” he said.
“Once the due diligence is done, it’s

then about turning to the goods in transit
and making sure they are transported under
the right conditions and that these are
maintained.”

Mr. Yarwood said forwarders needed
to ask, on every shipment, what is being
shipped, where it is being shipped to and
who their customers are. However, he

Maersk issues new rules for stowage of dangerous
goods on its box ships
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE

Maersk Line has announced it is
deploying new guidelines for the stowage of
containers on its vessels. And it wants  the
International Maritime Organization (IMO)
to review its guidelines for the handling and
carriage of dangerous goods.

The move follows a wide-ranging
review, carried out in conjunction with clas-
sification society American Bureau of
Shipping (ABS), following the fire on
Maersk Honam this year, which resulted
in five crew members losing their lives.

While the results of authorities’ inves-

tigation into the incident have yet to be
released, Maersk said that, although the
vessel was “carrying dangerous goods in the
cargo hold where the fire originated, how-
ever at this time, there is no evidence to
suggest that dangerous goods caused the
fire”.

Ole Graa Jakobsen, head of fleet tech-
nology at Maersk, said: “All cargo aboard
Maersk Honam was accepted as per the
requirements of the International Maritime
Dangerous Goods (IMDG) code and stowed
onboard the vessel accordingly. “Despite

this, as the fire originated in a cargo hold in
front of the accommodation, which held
several containers with dangerous goods, it
had an unbearably tragic outcome. “This
clearly showed us that the international reg-
ulations and practices with regards to
dangerous goods stowage need to be
reviewed in order to optimally protect crew,
cargo, environment and vessels,” he added.

Today the world’s largest container car-
rier announced it had  implemented a new
set of principles, Risk-based Dangerous
Goods Stowage, which has identified six

believed the rise of e-commerce had made
the job harder, by lowering the bars to entry
and leaving many forwarders unaware that
they may be shipping dangerous goods.

“As an example, not everyone realises
that airbag components are classed as dan-
gerous goods – the mechanism that releases
them is classed as an explosive,” he said.
“This is not to say all forwarders have little
knowledge of  the markets, but it is impor-
tant that they know what their
responsibilities are.”

To address this, Mr. Yarwood called on
regulators, industry bodies and govern-
ments to put greater emphasis on improving
the visibility of the CTU Code. Adopted in
2014, CTU is the industry’s first code of
practice for cargo security and, while
regarded as non-mandatory in international
law, Mr. Yarwood implored more for-
warders to follow it.

“It not only tells forwarders and ship-
pers who must be doing what, but it also
lays out the guidelines on culpability when
accidents do occur,” he said. “These respon-
sibilities are set out and works on a
case-by-case basis with judgements made
on individual merits. “It’s about empower-
ment and knowledge, and this is where the
CTU Code excels and this is why all for-
warders should make themselves familiar
with it,” he said.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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different risk zones on a box vessel. And
it has changed its stowage philosophy
accordingly. It said cargo covered under
the IMDG code would  no longer be
stowed next to accommodation and main
propulsion plant, which it defined as “the
zone with the lowest risk tolerance”.

Similarly, it added, risk tolerance
will be low below deck and in the middle
of the vessel, whereas the risk tolerance
will be higher on deck fore and aft.

“Utilizing statistics on container
fires in the Cargo Incident Notification
System (CINS), Maersk defined which
UN numbers can be stored in each risk
zone,” it added. The new principles have
been submitted to IMO and Denmark’s
Maritime Authority, and Maersk is seek-
ing to establish an industry-wide review,
“aimed at creating best management
practices for dangerous goods stowage
will be undertaken with participation
from ABS, Lloyds Register, the Interna-
tional Group of P and I Clubs, National
Cargo Bureau, the TT Club and Exis
Technologies”.

Maersk said it would also seek input
from the other carriers that contribute to
CINS, which comprises most of the
world’s major shipping lines. “Container-

ship fires are a problem for our entire indus-
try and we intend to share and discuss our
learnings from this thorough review within
relevant industry forums,” Mr. Graa Jakob-
sen added.  “We very much believe that
discussions, views and insights among con-
tainer carriers can further improve fire

safety in our industry. “We aim for long-
term improvements by reviewing our
systems and then designing an end-to-end
process that is safe for our seafarers and
smooth for our customers.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

CMA CGM and MSC follow Maersk with bunker
surcharges for IMO 2020
BY MIKE WACKETT

MSC and CMA CGM have followed Maersk Line in announcing
plans for surcharges to recover the cost of compliance with IMO’s
2020 0.5 per cent sulphur cap regulations.

The French carrier said that although it was “in favour of using
LSFO (low-sulphur fuel oil) for its fleet”, it was also “ordering several
scrubbers” – exhaust gas cleaning technology that allows ships to con-
tinue to burn the cheaper 3.5 per cent sulphur content HFO (heavy
fuel oil) after the 1 January 2020 enforcement date. CMA CGM also
confirmed again  its nine ultra-large 22,000 TEU newbuilds, to be
delivered from the end of next year, would be powered by liquefied
natural gas (LNG), which conforms to even tighter sulphur caps but is
regarded as impractical to retrofit to existing vessels. It said “all these
measures represent a major additional cost” which it estimated,
“based on current conditions”, at “an average of $160 per TEU”.

CMA CGM said the recovery would  “be taken into account
through the application or adjustment of fuel surcharges on a trade-by-
trade basis”, but did not say when the increase would come into
effect.

MSC – Maersk’s vessel sharing partner in the 2M alliance – said
its operating costs were expected to “increase significantly as we con-
tinue to prepare for the low-sulphur fuel regime”. It added: “The cost
of the various changes we are making to our fleet and its fuel supply
is in excess of $2 billion per year.”

MSC said it would introduce a “new global fuel surcharge” on 1
January 2019 to replace its existing bunker surcharge mechanisms. It
would, it said, reflect “a combination of fuel prices at bunkering ports

around the world and specific line costs such as transit times, fuel effi-
ciency and other trade-related factors”.

MSC is one of several carriers, including Evergreen and HMM,
considering having scrubbers installed on newbuilds
and retrofitting existing vessels with the technology.

Maersk Line advised its LSFO recovery strategy last week:  “a
simple and predictive bunker adjustment factor (BAF)”, effective from
1 January 2019. This has received significant criticism from shippers
and forwarders, who have complained that Maersk’s BAF calculations
“lacked transparency”. There have even been suggestions that the
liner industry, in its endeavours to recoup the cost of switching to low-
sulphur fuels, was exploiting the situation with “blatant profiteering”.
A spokesperson for Maersk Line told The Loadstar that it had had a
“positive dialogue” with its customers concerning the new BAF and
that “the predictability” had been “well received”.

Maersk, MSC and CMA CGM are so far the only major carriers
to announce proposals for recovering an estimated $15 billion in extra
costs per year of bunkering ships with compliant fuels. However, so far
there is no detail on how the surcharges would be calculated on ships
fitted with scrubbers.

Nevertheless, given that it is expected that the vast majority of
containerships will need to bunker with LSFO, carriers will need to
begin recovering the costs from the fourth quarter of next year as the
operators replenish the tanks of their vessels in readiness for the 1 Jan-
uary 2020 enforcement date.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Shippers want ‘a market approach’ dialogue on
shipping line bunker surcharges
BY MIKE WACKETT

As crude oil races towards $100
a barrel, the European Shippers’ Council
has called for “a market approach” dia-
logue on shipping line bunker surcharge
mechanisms ahead of the IMO 2020 sul-
phur cap. Brent crude hit  a four-year
high at the end of September, at $82 per
barrel, pushing up the price of IFO 380
heavy fuel oil (HFO) above $450 per
tonne.

The current cost of low-sulphur
fuel oil (LSFO) – compliant with the
new regulations – is around $670 per
tonne with the spread expected to
widen with any increase of oil prices.
The industry-average fuel cost to ocean
carriers in the first six months of the
year, when the majority of lines traded
in the red, was around $400 per tonne,
so  the latest spike in oil prices will be
unwelcome news and exert further pres-
sure on carriers to recoup the extra costs
with higher  bunker adjustment mecha-
nisms.

They failed to do this in June when
a series of emergency bunker surcharges
were rolled out by carriers  and  subse-
quently given back to shippers via  rate
discounting.

With just 15 months before the 1
January 2020 deadline, when shipping
lines need to be compliant with the
IMO’s 0.5 per cent sulphur cap regula-
tions, major carriers like  Maersk Line,

MSC and CMA CGM have published pro-
posals to recover the extra costs.  Other
lines are expected to follow suit.

To say that the notices have not gone
down well with customers is an under-
statement: the UK’s BIFA accused shipping
lines of “blatant profiteering”, while
Global Shippers’ Forum (GSF) suspected
the proposed surcharges had “more to do
with rate restoration than environmental
conservation”. GSF added that shippers
were “naturally suspicious of  something
shipping lines say is ‘fair, transparent and
clear’”.

Elsewhere, the European Shippers’
Council (ESC) said that while it “disap-
proves of the mechanism” of the
surcharges, it accepts that additional costs
for shippers will arise from IMO 2020 reg-
ulations. It was, however, critical of the
carriers’ “approach to the global problem”,
which it said “does not set an ideal cooper-
ation scenario”. Speaking to The Loadstar,
Jordi Espin Vallbona, maritime transport
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policy manager at ESC, said shippers were “not against” bunker
surcharges, but these should not be “by imposition”.

He suggested a “new kind of dialogue” was needed to “build
trust” between shippers and carriers. “We really need to target
what is important in IMO’s new regulation, which is about a
cleaner environment,” said Mr. Espin Vallbona. He suggested that
the transparency of the bunker surcharge mechanisms could be
linked to some form of KPI.

Andy Lane, partner at Singapore-based CTI Consultancy, told
The Loadstar the carriers should be “commended” and not “chas-
tized” for announcing bunker cost recovery plans well in advance
of the new IMO regulations. He warned that if shipping lines were
to fully absorb the extra cost of low-sulphur fuel from January
2020 – which could be as much as an additional $1 million per
Asia-Europe round trip – it could “send them out of business”.
According to Mr. Lane’s “rough calculations”, the proposed hike in

bunker surcharges would add just $0.07 to the cost of a shirt
shipped from Asia to Europe or the U.S., and around $3 to the cost
of an appliance.

“Logically, the additional costs incurred by the ship operator
[for LSFO] is passed to the shippers and, in turn, passed to the con-
sumers,” said Mr. Lane. He suggested this was what everybody
agreed was “necessary for a more sustainable planet and better
health for its communities”.

On the subject of the need for closer dialogue, Mr. Lane said
he “would not disagree”, but noted that the BAF along with the
basic sea freight would always be negotiated between the carrier
and the shipper. “They are both competitive levers,” said Mr. Lane,
“those that attempt to recover more than actual costs might
become uncompetitive.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

E-commerce boom driving demand and investment 
in Asian warehousing
BY SAM WHELAN, ASIA CORRESPONDENT

Asia’s online retail revolution is driving major increases in logis-
tics real estate investment, but a shortage of suitable e-commerce
warehousing remains. According to data compiled by property con-
sultant Knight Frank, this year has so far seen China record a 52 per
cent year-on-year jump in e-commerce-driven real estate develop-
ment.

South Korea and Taiwan trail with respective increases of 17
per cent and 12per cent; while Japan, India, Hong Kong and Singa-
pore have each recorded 7 per cent growth. 

“Over the past 10 years, APAC e-commerce-related real estate
investments have a 36 per cent CAGR [compound annual growth
rate], which is very healthy and expected, given the e-commerce
boom,” explained Nicholas Holt, head of research at Knight Frank
Asia Pacific.

“Recent e-commerce booms in China, led by Alibaba and
JD.com; in Korea by GMarket; and in Singapore by Lazada have all
accelerated investments in recent years.” Indeed, Alibaba has
announced a string of large warehousing investments this
year, through its logistics unit, Cainiao, which will invest US$1.5 bil-
lion to build a logistics centre at Hong Kong International Airport
(HKIA) and has plans to establish similar hubs in Dubai, Hangzhou,
Kuala Lumpur, Liège and Moscow. In Thailand, a $330 million facil-
ity is slated for a site close to Bangkok and Laem Chabang port.

According to Mr. Holt, this year’s other major deals include
Malaysian developer Aspen Holdings’ $150 million investment to
build a logistics hub in Selangor and Toll Group’s recently opened
$167 million facility in Singapore.

A number of new investment funds have been set up to target
e-commerce warehousing.  For example, logistics developer and
manager ESR Cayman announced a $1 billion fund to purchase an
800,000-sq metre portfolio of logistics properties across Shanghai,
Beijing and Tianjin. In May, Alibaba rival JD.com invested $306 mil-
lion into ESR, and the same month invested $115 million in a 10 per
cent stake of  Hong Kong-listed China Logistics Property (CNLP).
CNLP is partnering with Jones Lang LaSalle to set up a $300 million,
five-year fund for Chinese warehousing investment. JLL estimates
China’s modern warehousing is just a quarter of U.S. capacity.

Further investment was announced this month by Singapore-
based GLP, Asia’s largest warehousing operator, which launched a $2
billion China fund in partnership with Singapore sovereign wealth
fund GIC. “We believe high consumption growth, especially of e-

commerce, will continue to drive demand for high-quality logistics
properties in China,” said Lee Kok Sun, Chief Investment Officer of
GIC Real Estate.

Despite the increased investment levels, Mr. Holt told The
Loadstar there remained a shortage of suitable quality warehouse
space specifically designed for e-commerce fulfilment operations.
“Significant areas, including China, India and parts of South-east
Asia lack the modern logistics facilities to carry out e-commerce
functions. “Besides just four walls and a roof, e-commerce players
require warehouses with suitable specifications, given the amount of
technology they bring along with them – for example, with electrical
load, floor loading and access points for pick-up trucks. “This is a
major reason why we are seeing the tech-driven end users entering
the space to develop their own warehouses,” said Mr. Holt.

He said one challenge was the increased demand for urban
locations, with retailers desperate  to bring supply chains closer to
consumers. “The closer the warehouse to the customer the better, so
urban infill locations will be in demand. But this comes with added
costs, such as higher rents, efficiency and social costs – imagine a 24-
hour e-commerce warehouse with its large delivery truck fleet in a
high-density urban area.

“However, quicker delivery time and increased business in a
competitive landscape could justify these additional costs to the
supply chain,” Mr. Holt noted.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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India’s forwarders eye more use of barges to reduce
logistics costs
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN IN DELHI

India’s government and logistics opera-
tors are looking to barges to bring down
the cost and improve the routing of domes-
tic cargo. Promoting the use of barges was
welcomed by the Federation of Freight For-
warders Association in India’s Debashis
Dutta. “Inland waterways offer the cheapest
form of internal transport, and government
is motivating companies to use this over
road and rail,” Mr. Dutta told The Loadstar
on the sidelines of this week’s FIATA World
Congress in Delhi. “We have a lot of water-
ways here and we are beginning to see more
shipments make use of them, particularly in
oil and materials markets.”

One of the most prominent users of
barges has been Indian east coast stevedore
Ripley & Co, which has used them to reduce
load weights allowing ocean-going vessels to
dock at Haldia Port.

General Manager Golden Sinha told
The Loadstar this operation was made possi-
ble by installing  two floating cranes at
Anchorage Point in the Bay of Bengal in
December. “Haldia has a draught restriction,
preventing vessels carrying more than
40,000 tonnes entering,” said Mr.
Sinha.  “We use the cranes to partially
unload onto barges and then both ship and
barges bring the goods into port.”

Mr. Dutta said that while the use of
barges had been increasing, there were still

India could become a beneficiary of the U.S.-China 
trade spat
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN IN DELHI
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areas that needed to be addressed to take full
advantage of the potential offered by the
country’s river system. One particular prob-
lem is the low draught  of many of the
waterways, although Mr. Sinha said there
were also developments in this area. “Flat-
bottomed barges would make the use of the
wider network more realistic, with the

Ganges for instance having a restriction of
3.5 metres,” Mr. Sinha added. “Such vessels
are now under construction, and when
made available we would look at acquiring
some, as they would allow more to be han-
dled.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

India’s forwarding community remains confident the world
will overcome the present surge of protectionism. Speaking at the
Fiata World Congress in New Delhi, Chief Executive of Freight
Systems David Philips said the world was driven by supply and
demand. “We will overcome the wave of protectionism we are
seeing, and the same is true of the trade war taking place
between China and the U.S.,” he said. “It is important to remem-
ber that if the U.S. cannot buy the goods its citizens need from
China, it will buy them from elsewhere.  Likewise, if China
cannot supply its  goods to the U.S. market, it will sell to other
markets.”

Mr. Philips’ optimism mirrors wider-held views that the con-
flict between the world’s two economic superpowers could be
beneficial for India, particularly its textile manufacturing sector.
Sanjay Lalbhai, Managing Director of Indian garment manufac-
turer Arvind, told Bloomberg in July his company was running at
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full capacity and would need to consider outsourcing to meet
“likely” U.S. demand.

“India may benefit, as both Chinese and U.S. customers look
to meet the demands of their populations,” Mr. Philips
added. “Whatever happens, people will still need shoes for their
feet and shirts on their back, and this is where India could bene-
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fit.”
However, some believe India’s

increasing trade surplus with the U.S. –
which hit $24 billion in manufactured
goods last year  – will make it the next
country to appear  in the Trump adminis-
tration crosshairs. In a blogpost, a research
assistant at the Pahle India Foundation,
Aakanksha Shrawan, suggests the best
gains may actually arise from the Chinese
market.

“India might potentially gain from
the fact that China is looking to reduce its
dependence on the monopoly of U.S. tech-
nology companies,” said Ms. Shrawan.
“India might be a contender as its technol-
ogy industry is graduating to a higher
level… with hourly manufacturing wages
in China around five times greater than
those paid in India.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Blockchain set back, as cryptocurrency failures deter
confused freight industry
BY ALEX LENNANE

Fear of cryptocurrencies and confusion over what blockchain
really is are two key reasons holding the freight industry back from
embracing the technology. Blockchain infrastructure can make trans-
actions more secure, faster and simpler. But its link to
cryptocurrencies, which is what it was originally developed for, has
been a setback, as businesses confuse the recent failures of cryp-
tocurrencies with blockchain. “People still don’t know the difference
between blockchain and cryptocurrency,” said  Igor  Jakomin, chief
operating officer of CargoX.

“There is still a long way to go to convince people. They want
to be associated with blockchain but not actually to do it. I think
businesses don’t understand. They are listening to information about
cryptocurrencies failing and that affects potential customers. I tell
them blockchain solutions have nothing to do with cryptocurrency
– they can still use blockchain, but they don’t understand.”

CargoX has developed a smart bill of lading using blockchain
infrastructure. In the fourth quarter it also plans to introduce a
blockchain-backed master bill of lading and telex release, while in
the first quarter of next year it will launch a financial settlements
solution using blockchain. “If you are a user of CargoX you do not
need to get involved in a cryptocurrency,” he explained.

“Blockchain is an infrastructure. The Bill of Lading (B/L) is a
document, for which we have put the infrastructure on blockchain.
It’s about transferring ownership of goods. You do not need to be
involved in cryptocurrency at all. And some don’t understand the
real value of it. Our B/L is much faster, cheaper and more secure
than a courier service. Our focus in development is to keep it
simple.”

CargoX claims that sending a bill of lading via a courier service
takes between five and ten days, and costs about $100. By using
blockchain, the time and cost is reduced. “By sending tokens on the
blockchain you can easily and securely change the ownership from
Exporter to Importer which makes the Smart B/L tokens the perfect
tool for claiming the ownership rights to the cargo,” stated the com-
pany.

But fear of the new technology, added Mr. Jakomin, will deter
most businesses from using blockchain until at least 2020. “The
global market needs more time – 2020 is a more likely time for it to
take off than 2019. Our product is very easy to understand and inte-
grate but still I think on a global scale next year will still be too
soon.”

CargoX is not alone in opting for a blockchain-based Bill of
Lading. Maersk and IBM announced a similar development via their
TradeLens platform, while Israeli company Waves is set to launch its
own solution.

Mr. Jakomin said market penetration would help blockchain
take off, and welcomed the competition. “Competition is a good
thing. If you have the best product, you’ll be market leader. And it’s
growing every year. “All those companies which want to do some-
thing with blockchain are 100 per cent convinced that it is the
technology of the future. And they will start convincing people to
start using it. They will turn non-blockchain believers to blockchain
believers.”

For companies which are still uncertain about whether they
should embrace blockchain, PwC recommends asking six questions.
If ‘yes’ is the answer to at least four, then companies should consider
using blockchain technology:

“Are multiple parties sharing data?
“Will multiple parties be updating data?
“Is there a requirement for verification?
“Is verification adding cost and complexity?
“Are interactions time sensitive?
“Will transactions by different users depend on each other?”
PWC explained: “Use of blockchain should help to cut acquisi-

tion, management, documentation and compliance costs. It should
help new players enter the market and new markets to emerge, par-
ticularly in developing countries. By simplifying use and increasing
transparency, it will also help to improve customer satisfaction.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Goodbye NAFTA: replacement trade deal lowers 
e-commerce threshold
BY IAN PUTZGER IN TORONTO

After 14 months of terse wrangling, the brinkmanship over
NAFTA has finally reached a resolution, one that is expected to boost
cross-border e-commerce. Canadian and U.S. negotiators thrashed out
a compromise at the eleventh hour that ushers in a new framework –
goodbye NAFTA, hello USMCA (U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement).

The breakthrough paves the way for a new accord to replace the
24-year-old NAFTA regime before December 1, when Mexico’s outgo-
ing president leaves office. After the U.S. reached agreement with
Mexico last month, there was massive pressure on Canada. The
Trump administration had signalled it was prepared to move ahead
with a bilateral regime with Mexico, leaving Canada out of the pic-
ture, but U.S. interest groups and members of Congress (which has to
ratify any deal) voiced strong opposition.

The final round of talks produced movement on the critical ele-
ments: notably, auto production, access to Canada’s dairy market and
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Mexican shippers eye new markets to the south 
after new trade deals
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN IN DELHI

Mexican shippers are seeing growth in
alternative markets, following U.S. trade
policies that forwarders claim have bene-
fited Mexico, rather than harmed it.
Speaking to The Loadstar at Fiata’s World
Congress in Delhi, the Director General of
Planet Cargo, Galo Molina Aguilar, said
Mexican exporters were diversifying as a
result of U.S. policies. “What we are seeing
is Mexico looking to its southern neigh-
bours,” said Mr. Molinar Aguilar, who also
serves as President of Latin America’s
largest forwarder association, Alacat.

“Mexico is becoming very active in
South America and, due to a shared culture,
language and the availability of raw materi-
als, it can become a regional leader.” Chief

executive of Mexico City-based Taasa Logis-
tics Moises Solis noted that Mexico had
been forced to begin diversifying its econ-
omy to offset the potential loss of trade deals
with the U.S. “After the rhetoric from
Washington, Mexican companies began to
worry, so they started looking to different
markets and developing operations there,”
said Mr. Solis. “And at the end of it, we
didn’t even lose the trade agreement,
NAFTA did not disappear, we effectively
resigned it.”

Last month, the two countries signed a
bilateral trade deal, which the U.S. hopes
will bring back domestic automotive jobs,
and very recently a  three-way partnership
with Canada, USMCA, was sealed.

Some believe the 2.5 per cent tariffs on
Mexican-assembled vehicles will be more
favourable than the higher U.S. labour bills
– with workers earning at least $16 an hour.
“The U.S. got the automotive increases it
sought, but really this will just be damaging
for U.S. customers rather than Mexico,”
said Mr. Solis. “At home we are seeing a rise
in domestic automotive sales and we are
exporting more of what we make to a
greater pool of customers.” Mr. Solis noted
that the greatest change since the altered
position of the U.S. Administration has been
its trade with Asia. He added: “I’m opti-
mistic where Mexico goes from here.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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the prospect of a ‘sunset clause’, which Ottawa had fiercely contested,
although some observers see little change of substance. Arguably a
bigger change lies in Canada’s concession to raise the duty threshold for
imports under the de minimis regime.

USMCA establishes tighter rules of origin for auto production.
New cars sold in the U.S. market must have 75 per cent North Amer-
ican content, up from 62.5 per cent under NAFTA, and 40 per cent of
a car has to be produced by workers whose pay averages more than
US$16 per hour. This is in line with the U.S.-Mexico agreement
announced last month.

The agreement does not entirely eliminate the threat of 25 per
cent tariffs on cars made in Canada, but these will not kick in below a
volume of 2.6 million cars a year, way above the number shipped from
Canada to the United States. According to one observer, even a 30 per
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cent boost of Canadian car exports to the U.S. would leave room to
spare.

In lieu of a ‘sunset clause’, which would end the agreement after
five years unless the partners agreed to renew it, negotiators settled on
a 16-year term with the chance for a review and renewal after six years.

Industries with cross-border supply chains breathed a collective
sigh of relief at the end of the stand-off. “Manufacturers are extremely
encouraged that our call for a trilateral agreement between the United
States, Canada and Mexico has been answered,” the U.S. National
Association of Manufacturers said. “We welcome the Administration’s
efforts to modernize this agreement and to create more opportunities
for American manufacturing workers.”

The NAFTA region has a trade volume of over $1 trillion a year.
Despite the terse negotiations, trade within the region climbed 6.3 per
cent in June to $106 billion. Some observers regard the USMCA deal
as a positive sign for the U.S. Administration’s stance in trade discus-
sions with other parties, especially Japan and China. They argue that
the changes from the NAFTA framework are cosmetic rather than
structural, which would suggest that the U.S. Administration might be
happy to settle for minor changes in the terms of trade with these coun-
tries while claiming victory.

One group that can claim victory from USMCA is the U.S. e-com-
merce sector, which sees much improved opportunities to sell to
Canadian consumers. Under the new regime, Canada is going to raise

the de minimis level for cross-border duties from C$20 a day to $150.
Mexico agreed to raise its threshold from US$50 to $100.

“A jump to C$150 is huge,” said Mo Datoo, Director of Strategy
and Planning at Canadian logistics provider eShipper. “I think we will
see a spike in shipments from the United States.” Imtiaz Kermali, the
firm’s Vice-President of Sales and Business Development, regards U.S.
e-commerce providers and Canadian consumers as winners from this
deal. Canadian online merchants stand to benefit if they work with
U.S.-based suppliers, but they will face stronger competition from their
rivals south of the border, he said. The rise in e-commerce traffic from
the U.S. into Canada will give rise to opportunities for his company to
assist U.S. merchants looking for competitive ways to ship to Canadian
consumers, he believes.

UPS welcomed the agreement but is still chewing on the details.
“We believe the new USMCA better reflects today’s digital economy
and presents significant opportunities for our business and our cus-
tomers,” a Canada-based spokesman  said. “The U.S.-Mexico-Canada
agreement will take time, cost and complexity out of trade, accelerate
the release of goods through customs and support the participation of
more small businesses in regional and global supply chains. We are
reviewing the agreement to better understand the potential impact,
including the proposed changes to de minimis.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

CMA CGM is ‘looking for opportunities’ – 
Zim or Evergreen?
BY ALESSANDRO PASETTI & MIKE WACKETT

On a straight comparable basis, the
second-quarter results from  CMA CGM
were abysmal; confirming that 2017 was a
peak year in terms of free cash flow and
profitability for the French carrier. How-
ever, group Chief Executive Rodolphe
Saade has sounded particularly upbeat
lately – CMA CGM churned out very
healthy cash flows in the first half, which
alone might be the cause of his bullishness.

Ahead of the interim results, Mr.
Saade told the press the pivotal third quar-
ter was  “looking good”, especially on
transpacific routes. These were encourag-
ing remarks from the boss of the only
carrier that managed to be in the black in
the second quarter, while the interim
updates of most global rivals were materi-
ally worse. In the never-ending quest for
market share, the damage to  carriers was
partly self-inflicted, although soaring
bunker prices and other cyclical headwinds
also played a part.

So, is damage limitation all that most
players can do before another round of
deal-making – this time on a much smaller
scale  –  materializes? If so, what does Mr
Saade have up his sleeve in terms of corpo-
rate strategy?

Pride
Having been recently rejected as a

possible merger partner by Germany’s
Hapag-Lloyd, CMA CGM is the poster
child of a company that boasts a true capi-
tal deployment advantage against its rivals.
Debts are high against projected cash flow,
true, but its credit rating already reflects
those elements and, more importantly, effi-
cient management of working capital
contributes to give it room to exploit its
balance sheet and grow via acquisitions,
regardless of trading conditions, if the right
deal is agreed.

The same can hardly be said for other
major box liners.

While a takeover of between $2 bil-

lion and $4 billion can be mastered by
CMA CGM, it would come at a peculiar
time as its larger rivals – China’s Cosco
Shipping and Denmark’s Maersk Line – are
slowly sorting out their respective corpo-
rate entanglements and have little time to
think about inorganic growth options, par-
ticularly true for Maersk Line.

Hapag-Lloyd has yet to figure out
what it wants to do when it grows up,
while MSC – the only carrier in the magic
five that doesn’t disclose its financials – is
busy warming to social media while book-
ing new revenue streams from last-resort
emergency surcharges, rather than enter-
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taining new deals. And to be fair, MSC has
rarely given acquisitions much thought.

In this environment, where carriers
with less scale appear destined to become
weaker, for me  two targets stand out for
consideration for CMA CGM: Israel’s ZIM
Integrated Shipping Services and Taiwan’s
Evergreen.

Mating game
Industry speculation linking CMA

CGM with a bid for Evergreen was strongly
refuted by the Taiwanese carrier. But after
the constant denials of OOIL and Cosco
last year as ‘fake news’ just days
before the multi-billion takeover deal, who
believes corporate PR machines anymore?

After the M&A binge of the past
couple of years, deeper ties among the
major carriers is a likely outcome, and even
new strategic alliances should not be ruled
out. Take, for instance, the recent
announcement from Ocean Alliance mem-
bers CMA CGM/APL and Cosco/OOCL,
excluding Evergreen in this instance, to
rationalise one of their Mediterranean-U.S.
east coast loops with a string of THE
Alliance partners, Hapag, ONE and Yang
Ming, into a single offering of six vessels.

So CMA CGM might indeed want to
continue to gauge its options in Taiwan.
According to Mr. Saade, the group is look-
ing for opportunities to boost growth
inorganically. If CMA CGM does not fully
consolidate CEVA Logistics – in which it
acquired a near-25 per cent stake at IPO for
almost $400 million – and opts out of ver-
tical consolidation in logistics at time when
Maersk Line is reportedly merging with
Damco (and CEVA stock is currently down
30 per cent since IPO), what would be the
risks and the benefits of additional horizon-
tal tie-ups after its $2.4 billion purchase of
APL three years ago and other minor deal-
making?

While kicking the debt can down the
value road is the only game in town, the
odds are short that the French company
will be one of the first to act in a market-
place where its competitive strategy is
surprisingly bucking the trends in terms of
prices (down) and capacity management.

Tie-up and caveats
ZIM could struggle to sail solo through

to 2019, but there are caveats with most
takeover scenarios. If CMA CGM turned its
attention to ZIM it would have to resolve the
issue of the Israeli government’s ‘golden
share’ in the carrier. Israel has said numerous
times it would never relinquish a hold that it
has said “guarantees that the state’s interests
are preserved” and prevents “hostile entities
from taking positions that could influence
ZIM”. Its golden share ensures that the car-
rier “will continue to operate ships in and out
of Israel in times of emergency”.

Meanwhile, Evergreen, which prides
itself on having broken the monopoly of
the liner conference shipping by launching
a then almost unheard of non-conference
line in the 1970s and has recently cele-
brated its 50th anniversary, is a long odds
bet. When asked about the possibility of a
takeover by CMA CGM, one Evergreen
veteran told us recently that founding
chairman Chang Yung-fa “would turn in
his grave” at the mere thought.

Financials
However, ZIM and Evergreen both fit

the bill, size-wise.
Stamping a 1x enterprise value/rev-

enue, where the shares of comparable
public companies trade, ZIM would be
worth around $3 billion, including $1.25
billion of net debt. On paper, this implies
an equity value of about $1.7 billion,
which is roughly in line with its total assets
of $1.8 billion. However, that is a very high
price tag for ZIM, given its fundamentals,
global reach and coveted synergies. More-
over, CMA CGM does not need to grow
just for the sake of it, and it can wait
another year or so before a more palatable
ZIM – a target which might have bowed to
cyclical headwinds, breaching covenants –
is available to open talks.

Realistically, any suitor should pay a
much lower change-of-control premium,
especially considering over $1 billion of
new net debt that would need to be added
to the combined entity’s balance sheet –
and that is something CMA CGM can do
without, given the cash flow generation of
the target. The combined entity would
have revenues some 15 per cent higher
than CMA CGM’s, but on a pro-forma
basis, earnings accretion is not warranted

under most funding scenarios.
Meanwhile, it is true that the negative

book value of ZIM, which has deteriorated
since late 2015, only mildly worsens when
adjusted for the inclusion of intangible
assets in order to derive tangible book
value, but nonetheless it testifies to a
poorly capitalized balance sheet. From a
buyer’s perspective, sealing a deal where
most of the target’s value resides in the
book value of its net debt at face value
would make much more sense, implying a
zero value for the equity of ZIM in the
transaction.

By comparison, CMA CGM’s adjusted
equity position is €5.7 billion. Strategically,
as well as in terms of funding options, it
could be more sensible to seek a merger
with a player whose shares are already
listed on the public markets, so Evergreen
would be the outlier, but would not come
cheap. With a market cap of $1.5 billion, it
is conceivable to suggest a valuation of up
to $5 billion for the enterprise, including
net debts.

The Taiwanese carrier, which is finan-
cially stronger than compatriot Yang Ming,
would add $4.8 billion of revenues to
CMA CGM’s top line (consolidated rev-
enue would grow by 23 per cent). Its latest
balance sheet doesn’t pose the same
urgency as ZIM’s to find viable solutions
over the short term, given the nature and
tenor of its debts, but the Haifa-based car-
rier could eventually resort to state aid if
needed in future – which ultimately leaves
a domestic Taiwanese tie-up between Ever-
green and Yang Ming as next year’s most
likely merger scenario.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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